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Deeper into Space…
5010’s CONSTRUCTION BEGINS

This week’s progress:
The CAD team has finished the design of the robot which includes a cascading elevator and a
bird-beak intake. Meanwhile Field has done a number of things done like finishing parts for the cargo
ship and the rocket, starting up the sub-assembly, having full skeleton of the cargo, and all parts for
everything is done. The lift team is assembling the elevator lift for lifting the hatches and cargo.
Programming is working on tuning motion vision and motion profiling. The drive train is currently
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assembling the practice and competition robots with EVO Shifters 1 & 2. Finally, Fabrication is making
all the individual parts for the rest of the teams talked about above.

Special event at Fishers High School!

Represented at the open house
Next week on the 30th, we will have a booth at an open house at Fishers High
School for seventh and eighth graders. Parents will be coming in to see what kind of
clubs FHS has to offer, and the FHS Robotics Team will be making a lasting impression
of soon-to-be freshmen parents with a robot demonstration and student lead
presentations.
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Newsletters are now online!

Skipped an issue or want to share with family and friends?
Our newsletters are now available online so that you can stay up to date with
team 5010 wherever you are! They will at our website, www.tigerdynasty.org under
the blog tab in the newsletters section. They will be posted weekly, so make sure to
check in regularly!
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*Enter picture here(Make sure its a good one) also remove this text when done*

We Thank You for Your Support and We Hope to Stay
in Contact to Update You on What 5010 is up to!
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